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Background Information

*Oxford Reference Online*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio3311290
Hundreds of authoritative encyclopedias and subject dictionaries

*Gale Virtual Reference*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio6291398
Discipline specific encyclopedias including philosophy.

*Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy*
http://plato.stanford.edu/

*Handbook of Psychology*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio6697763
Twelve volume reference e-book covering every aspect of the field.

Books

*CLIO, Columbia’s catalog*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AMS3996
Subject headings: Ethics; Ethics, Evolutionary; Genetic Psychology
Sub-divisions: moral and ethical aspects.

Browse by Library of Congress call number:
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/
See handout for locations in Butler Library

Articles

*PsycArticles*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?ALD2284

*Sociological Abstracts*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?ATG2613

*PhilosopherIndex*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AQK6114

*JStor*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AMG1286

*ProQuest Direct*
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?ANH8357

*Google Scholar w/E-link*
http://scholar.google.com
(set preferences to access Columbia subscriptions)